
VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem A. Barode (Division 1 Only!)Input �le: barode.inOutput �le: barode.outTime limit: 2 seonds (3 for Java)Memory limit: 256 MebibytesVasya works for RIBCA (Researh Institute of BarCodes Analysis). He is developing a new noise-proofbarode analysis system. The only disadvantage of the system is that it is limited with barodes that arereated in the following way.Consider a grid w×h of blak and white ells. Initially, all ells are blak. Selet no more than n retangleswith sides aligned with the grid lines. After that, for eah seleted retangle, take all ells inside and invertthem (white turns into blak and vie versa).Now Vasya wants to know the number of di�erent barodes that his analysis system an handle. Write aprogram to alulate it.InputThe input onsists of one or more test ases. Eah test ase onsists of a single line ontaining three integers
w, h and n� the size of the grid and the maximal number of retangles (0 6 n 6 2, 1 6 w, h 6 10).The input will be terminated with a test ase with w = h = n = 0 whih should not be proessed.The total number of test ases will not exeed 10.OutputFor eah test ase write a single line with a single integer � the number of di�erent barodes.Example barode.in barode.out2 2 02 2 12 2 20 0 0 11016
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem B. BusesInput �le: buses.inOutput �le: buses.outTime limit: 5 seonds (6 for Java)Memory limit: 256 MebibytesVasya works for RIBBeRy (Researh Institute of Buses and Bus Routes). He is writing a program thatplans new routes. The problem he is solving at the moment is the following: given a set of plaes whereroute endpoints might be plaed, �nd the number of suitable pairs of endpoints. A suitable pair is a pairfor whih a suitable route exists; a suitable route is any shortest route with length d within a �xed range(li 6 d 6 ri). As the routes are intended to be plaed in a ity, the distane between two points is thesum of di�erenes of their oordinates.Help Vasya to write a program that �nds the desribed number of pairs for a given set of endpoints anda set of ranges.InputThe input onsists of one or more test ases. Eah test ase starts with a line ontaining three integers
n, k and z � the number of endpoints, the number of ranges and the size of the ity (1 6 n 6 5 000,
1 6 k 6 100 000, 1 6 z 6 1 000 000). The following n lines ontain pairs of integers (xi, yi)� oordinatesof endpoints (0 6 xi, yi 6 z). The next k lines ontain pairs of integers (li, ri)� ranges of distanes to beheked (1 6 li 6 ri 6 2 · z).The input will be terminated with a test ase with n = k = z = 0, whih should not be proessed.The sum of n's in the whole input doesn't exeed 5 000. The sum of k's in the whole input doesn't exeed
100 000. The sum of z's in the whole input doesn't exeed 1 000 000.OutputFor eah test ase write k lines ontaining the number of pairs of points for eah range. Output for eahpair of onseutive test ases should be separated by an empty line.Example buses.in buses.out3 3 30 00 31 21 31 21 12 2 20 20 21 41 40 0 0
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem C. Eulid (Division 1 Only!)Input �le: eulid.inOutput �le: eulid.outTime limit: 2 seonds (3 for Java)Memory limit: 256 MebibytesVasya works for RIA (Researh Institute of Arhaeology). During reent exavations around Alexandria,Vasya found an interesting paper. He suggested it to be a game log between two Eulid's sholars. Eulidseleted some integer number X. Then the sholars started writing out eulid-maximal pairs of naturalnumbers with respet to X. The sholar who ould not write out any new pair lost the game.We all a pair (am, bm) eulid-maximal with respet to X if 1 6 am 6 bm 6 X and Eulid's algorithm for�nding the greatest ommon divisor makes maximal possible number of steps among all pairs of integers
(a, b) suh that 1 6 a 6 b 6 X. The number of steps is the �nal value of variable step in the followingpseudoode:funtion gd (a, b):| step := 0| while a > 0 and b > 0:| | step := step + 1| | if a >= b: a := a mod b| | else: b := b mod a| result := a + bUnfortunately, the log was un�nished. Now Vasya needs a program to alulate the maximal possiblelength of the log. Obviously, that length is equal to the total number of eulid-maximal pairs with respetto given X.InputThe input onsists of one or more test ases. Eah test ase onsists of a single line with a single integer
X � the limit for numbers a and b (1 6 X 6 109).The input will be terminated with a test ase with X = 0, whih should not be proessed.The total number of test ases will not exeed 10 000.OutputFor eah test ase write a single line with a single integer � the number of di�erent pairs.Example eulid.in eulid.out12345100
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem D. Game (Division 1 Only!)Input �le: game.inOutput �le: game.outTime limit: 2 seonds (3 for Java)Memory limit: 256 MebibytesVasya works for RIPSaW (Researh Institute of Piles of Stones and Winners). He is studying games likeNim.Consider the following game for two players. There are n piles of stones. The number of stones in i-th(1 6 i 6 n) pile equals ai. On eah move, urrent player an hoose pile i and take 1 6 k 6
n
2
stones fromit. The player to take the last stone loses.For simpliity, Vasya deided to hange the rules a bit. Now there's one more pile with a0 stones in it.And the number of stones k that an be taken from it is limited only by its size: 1 6 k 6 a0.Given n and a1, a2, . . . , an, �nd a0 to fore the �rst player to lose, assuming both players play optimally.InputThe input onsists of one or more test ases. Eah test ase onsists of a single line ontaining threeintegers n, a1 and d� the number of piles, size of the �rst pile and di�erene in sizes of piles i and (i− 1)for 1 < i 6 n, respetively. So, pile i will ontain a1 + d · (i − 1) stones. It is guaranteed that n > 2 and

1 6 a1 6 an 6 1018.The sum of n among all the test ases will never exeed 1 000 000.OutputFor eah test ase write one line ontaining the smallest non-negative size of pile 0 suh that the gamewill fore the �rst player to lose. If there is no suh size, write −1 instead.Example game.in game.out2 3 13 3 14 1 2 012
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem E. Logins (Division 1 Only!)Input �le: logins.inOutput �le: logins.outTime limit: 5 seonds (6 for Java)Memory limit: 256 Mebibytes . . . where α is n-th letter of Latin alphabetfrom a problem statementVasya works for RIPLY (Researh Institute of Passwords and Logins Yield). He has written a numberof programs that generate logins and passwords based on users' personal data. However, these logins arenot always unique. To avoid this problem, Vasya deided to append some strings to eah of the logins,making all of them di�erent.To make the logins loser to initial ones, he wants to keep the maximal length of an appended string assmall as possible.All logins, both initial and resulting, must onsist of letters `a' and `b'.InputThe input onsists of one or more test ases. Eah test ase starts with a line ontaining a single integer
n� the number of logins. The following n lines ontain non-empty strings onsisting of letters `a' and`b' � the initial logins.The input will be terminated with a test ase with n = 0, whih should not be proessed.The sum of lengths of all logins in the whole input doesn't exeed 5 · 105.OutputFor eah test ase, write a single line ontaining the smallest possible maximal length of an appendedstring.Example logins.in logins.out2aa2ab5aaaaab0

102
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem F. Orders (Division 1 Only!)Input �le: orders.inOutput �le: orders.outTime limit: 5 seonds (6 for Java)Memory limit: 256 MebibytesVasya works for RIGHT (Researh Institute of Government using Hash Tables). He is studying orders ofsome government of a ountry far far away.In that ountry all towns are plaed along some road. They are also numbered in the order of traversal.Initially, the quality level of life (QLoL) in every town equals zero.After it, several orders have been issued. There is the only kind of orders: �the QLoL of all the towns ithrough j must beome at least x�.There are also some o�ial statements. They ome in the following form: �average QLoL of towns ithrough j equals x�. Vasya wants you to help him hek eah of these statements in the following way: foreah of them, you will be given only the pair (i, j), and your answer must ontain the orret value of x.You may assume that eah order was exeuted, and at eah moment of time, eah town had the leastpossible QLoL satisfying all orders.InputThe input onsists of one or more test ases. Eah test ase starts with a line ontaining two integers nand k � the number of towns in the ountry and the number of orders. The following k lines will ontainone event eah. The event an be one of the following:1. � i j x is an order: after it, all towns numbered i through j must have QLoL at least x (1 6 x 6 109,
1 6 i 6 j 6 n).2. ? i j is an o�ial statement; you should alulate the average QLoL for all towns numbered i through
j (1 6 i 6 j 6 n).The input will be terminated with a test ase with n = k = 0 whih should not be proessed.The sum of n's in the whole input will not exeed 100 000. The sum of k's in the whole input will notexeed 100 000.OutputFor eah o�ial statement, write a single line with average QLoL formatted as an irreduible frationwith smallest possible natural denominator. If the denominator of some value is 1, write it as an integerinstead. See sample output for details.Example orders.in orders.out10 10? 1 10� 1 10 1? 1 10� 2 3 10� 3 4 5? 2 2? 3 3? 4 4? 1 5? 1 100 0
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem G. Data Pakets (Division 1 Only!)Input �le: pakets.inOutput �le: pakets.outTime limit: 2 seonds (3 for Java)Memory limit: 256 MebibytesVasya works for RIDDLE (Researh Institute of Data & Datagram probLEms). He is studying a newprotool of data exhange � an extension for RFC 1149 (IPoAC) and RFC 2549 (IPoAC with QoS). Thisextension has greater resistane for paket loss, however, another problem arises: two pakets in a sequenemight get mixed.To simplify things, onsider a pair of pakets eah ontaining a single integer � the number of the paket inthe paket sequene. These pakets were mixed during the transmission, and now instead of two numbers,there is a single sequene of digits. Vasya is sure that the di�erene between the numbers of paketsis small, so he needs a program that an split the string into two numbers with the smallest possibledi�erene.InputThe input onsists of one or more test ases. Eah test ase onsists of a single line of 2 6 n 6 50 digits
1 through 9.The sum of lengths of all strings in the whole input doesn't exeed 100.OutputFor eah test ase write the only line ontaining two integers with the smallest possible di�erene whihan be mixed, keeping internal order of digits, to obtain the input string. If there are multiple answers,output any of them.Example pakets.in pakets.out1112923917 1 112 9231 97
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem H. Regular Convex Polyhedra for DummiesInput �le: regular.inOutput �le: regular.outTime limit: 2 seonds (3 for Java)Memory limit: 256 MebibytesVasya works for RID (Researh Institute for Dummies). He develops new advaned tehniques of teahingdummies. His urrent �eld of study is geometry for dummies, and the aim is to make omplex geometrionepts as simple as possible. Vasya reently �nished his work titled �Polygons for Dummies�, and isnow looking forward to more advaned topis. Unfortunately, his researh shows that most dummies havepoorly developed three-dimensional imagination, so teahing them 3-D geometry will likely turn into ahallenge.Vasya deided to start the ourse by introduing the graphially appealing onept of regular onvexpolyhedra. Reall that a regular onvex polyhedron is a onvex polyhedron with all faes being equalregular polygons. In order to make things simple, Vasya makes a few preliminary observations beforeatually showing all regular onvex polyhedra.First observation is that eah regular onvex polyhedron an be haraterized by two numbers: p� thenumber of verties on eah fae and q � the number of faes oiniding in eah vertex (this number is thesame for every vertex of a regular onvex polyhedron). For example, a ube has square faes, so p = 4,and eah vertex of a ube has exatly three faes oiniding in it, so q = 3.Another observation Vasya gives is the fat that the sum of polygon angles at eah vertex of a polyhedronmust be stritly less than 360o. For example, there is no regular polyhedron with p = 6 and q = 4, beausea regular hexagon has an angle of 120o, so the sum of polygon angles in a vertex would be 120 · 4 = 480o.The last observation is that one an easily determine the number of verties, edges and faes of a regularonvex polyhedron without atually working in three dimensions. Suppose we know p and q; draw agraph on the plane starting with a single p-gon. Try adding other p-gons in suh a way that all vertieshave degree not more than q, and as many verties as possible have degree of exatly q. This proess isillustrated below for p = 4 and q = 3.
If a polyhedron with the given p and q exists, eventually you will get a graph with all verties havingdegree q; all polyhedron's faes were added as p-gons exept the last one whih is the outer area of theplane � it turns out to have exatly p verties as well. Note that sine we draw the graph on a plane,not in three dimensions, the faes need not be regular p-gons (they even need not be onvex). Still, thenumber of verties, edges and faes in this planar graph is the same as in the polyhedron.Vasya laims that these observations are enough to determine for eah pair p, q whether a regular onvexpolyhedron with suh harateristis exists, and if it does, how many verties, edges and faes it has.Write a program whih would do that for him.InputThe input onsists of one or more test ases. Eah test ase onsists of a single line with two integers pand q on it � the number of verties of a regular polygon and the number of polygon interseting at eahvertex, respetively (3 6 p, q 6 100).The input will be terminated with a test ase with p = q = 0, whih should not be proessed.Page 8 of 17



VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010The total number of test ases will not exeed 1000.OutputFor eah test ase, write a single line with three integers on it � the number of verties, edges and faesof the respetive regular onvex polyhedron. If there is no suh polyhedron, write three −1s instead.Example regular.in regular.out4 36 40 0 8 12 6-1 -1 -1
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem I. Router (Division 1 Only!)Input �le: router.inOutput �le: router.outTime limit: 5 seonds (6 for Java)Memory limit: 256 MebibytesVasya works for RIXXX (Researh Institute of Top Serets). However, that does not matter. He is asystem engineer.He is dealing with a new router and a number of ables he an onnet to it. There are n data ablesfrom other devies and n sokets on the router; able i ould be plugged only into soket i of the router.Additionally, eah able has two di�erent plugs: a type A plug and a type B plug; a able an be eitheronneted to the router by type A plug, onneted by type B plug, or not onneted at all. If able i isonneted to the router by type A plug, it's network apaity is ai; if it is onneted by type B plug,network apaity is bi. If a able is not onneted, it's network apaity is zero.However, there is one problem: type A and type B plugs have di�erent shapes, and the router soketsare tightly paked. As a result, not all plugs ould be neighbors: physial limitations don't allow to plugable i by type A plug and any of the ables (i + 1) and (i + 2) by type B plug simultaneously. Soketsare arranged in a irle, so you may assume that numbers are yli, i. e. able n is followed by ables 1,
2 and so on.Vasya's task is to plug in some ables to maximize the sum of network apaities. Help him �nd an optimalsolution.InputThe input onsists of one or more test ases. Eah test ase starts with a single line ontaining a singleinteger n� the number of ables (4 6 n 6 105). The seond line of a test ase ontains n numbers
a1, a2, . . ., an �network apaities for type A plugs. The third line of a test ase ontains n numbers
b1, b2, . . ., bn �network apaities for type B plugs. It is guaranteed that 0 6 ai, bi 6 109.The input will be terminated with a test ase with n = 0, whih should not be proessed.The total sum of n's in all test ases will not exeed 105.OutputFor eah test ase, write a single line with a single integer � the maximal possible sum of networkapaities.Example router.in router.out41 2 3 44 3 2 141 0 1 00 1 0 141 6 0 91 2 9 50

10218
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem J. SegmentsInput �le: segments.inOutput �le: segments.outTime limit: 2 seonds (3 for Java)Memory limit: 256 MebibytesVasya works for RISING (Researh Institute of Segments IntersetiNG eah other). For years he is studyingthe following problem: given two segments, �nd their intersetion.As you do not have years to spend during this ontest, your task will be a bit easier. Given two segments,eah either vertial or horizontal, �nd their intersetion.InputThe input onsists of one or more test ases. Eah test ase onsists of a single line ontaining eight integers
x1,1, y1,1, x1,2, y1,2, x2,1, y2,1, x2,2, y2,2. The �rst four numbers desribe endpoints of the �rst segment, thelast four � those of the seond one. None of the segments will be degenerate. Eah segment is guaranteedto be either horizontal or vertial. Coordinates of points will not exeed 109 by absolute value.The input will be terminated with a test ase with x1,1 = y1,1 = x1,2 = y1,2 = x2,1 = y2,1 = x2,2 = y2,2 = 0,whih should not be proessed.The number of test ases will not exeed 10 000.OutputFor eah test ase, write a single line ontaining one of the following:

• integer 0, if the intersetion is empty,
• integer 1, followed by a pair of integers desribing a point of intersetion, if the intersetion onsistsof a single point,
• integer 2, followed by two pairs of integers desribing endpoints of a segment of intersetion, if theintersetion is a segment. First pair of integers should have lesser sum than seond pair.Example segments.in segments.out0 0 2 0 3 3 0 3-1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 1-1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0-1 0 1 0 0 0 3 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 01 1 02 0 0 1 0
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem K. TeamInput �le: team.inOutput �le: team.outTime limit: 5 seonds (6 for Java)Memory limit: 256 MebibytesVasya works for RIP (Researh Institute of Psyhology, not to be onfused with R.I.P. for ResearhInstitute of Primes).Vasya is arrying out the following experiment. People sit on hairs forming a irle. An integer valueis assigned to eah of them. After that, they should selet a non-empty team of no more than k peoplesitting in a line with some sum of values. The team members will get some bonus only if their total sumof values will be lose enough to the maximal possible sum.To help Vasya hek the results of the experiment, write a program that will alulate the maximalpossible sum.InputThe input onsists of one or more test ases. Eah test ase starts with a single line ontaining two integers
n and k � the number of people and the maximal size of the team (1 6 k 6 n 6 500 000). The seondline of a test ase ontains n integer numbers ai � the values assigned (|ai| 6 106).The input will be terminated with a test ase with n = k = 0, whih should not be proessed.The total sum of n's in all test ases will not exeed 500 000.OutputFor eah test ase, write a single line with a single integer � the maximal possible sum of values in a team.Example team.in team.out5 39 -9 3 2 09 43 4 -8 2 -3 7 5 -6 10 0 1112
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem L. UnionInput �le: union.inOutput �le: union.outTime limit: 2 seonds (3 for Java)Memory limit: 256 MebibytesVasya works for RIPPLE (Researh Institute of Politis and PeopLEs). Vasya studies the way ountryunions are reated.Now he is heking the following model. Consider a set X of ountries. Some of them are interested inother ones. That might inlude trade, border, military or any other interest. The relation of interest isnot required to be symmetri.Consider some partiular ountry a. Vasya alls set U ⊂ X a stable union for a /∈ U i�:
• for eah ountry b ∈ U there is suh a sequene of ountries a = t1, t2, . . ., tk = b that for eah

1 < i 6 k:� ountry ti ∈ U and� ountry ti−1 is interested in ountry tiand
• there is no ountry z /∈ U ∪ {a} that is interested in some ountry q ∈ U .Help Vasya to �nd the maximal possible stable union for ountry with number 1.InputThe input onsists of one or more test ases. Eah test ase onsists of a single line ontaining twointegers n and k � the number of ountries and the number of �interest pairs� (1 6 n 6 105, 0 6 k 6 105).The following k lines ontain �interest pairs� (ai, bi) whih mean �ountry ai is interested in ountry bi�(1 6 ai, bi 6 n, ai 6= bi).The input will be terminated with a test ase with n = k = 0, whih should not be proessed.The total sum of n's in all test ases will not exeed 105. The total sum of k's in all test ases will notexeed 105.OutputFor eah test ase write a single line with a single integer � the maximal possible size of a stable unionfor ountry with number 1.Example union.in union.out4 31 22 34 30 0 1
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem M. Postman Joe (Division 2 Only!)Input �le: postman.inOutput �le: postman.outTime limit: 2 seondsMemory limit: 64 MebibytesPostman Joe is a �tness fanati. He has a single row of 20 houses on his delivery route, and sets himself atask every day that will require him to walk up and down the row several times. A typial task will looksomething like this:3 U3 D2 U1 U6 D4 D5 U7 U9 D5 D3 U5 U4 D2 D5 U8This means that Joe delivers �rstly to house 3, moves 3 houses up the street and delivers to house 6, thenmoves 2 houses down the street and delivers to house 4, and so on. The houses are numbered sequentiallyfrom 1 to 20, house 1 being at the bottom of the street. Not every house will neessarily reeive a deliveryeah day, but Joe's instrutions must never take him to the same house twie, nor take him beyond eitherend of the row of houses. To solve this problem, you must write a program to help Joe. It must hekthat Joe has set himself a legal task and, if so, must report those houses whih do not reeive a delivery.InputEah test represents the deliveries for a single day. Test starts with a single integer S (1 6 S 6 20)being the �rst house to whih Joe makes a delivery. This is followed by a sequene of not more than 21letter-number pairs, eah separated by a single spae. The letter will be `U' or `D', `U' meaning go upthe street (inreasing house number), `D' go down the street. The number will be a single digit integer,stating the number of houses to move.OutputIf the instrutions for the postman are legal (i.e. no house is visited twie, and Joe is not taken beyondeither end of the street), output will be a list of houses that do not reeive a delivery that day. The listwill be in numerial order with a spae between eah house number.If all houses reeive a delivery, output should be the word `none'. If the instrutions for a task are notlegal, output should be the word `illegal'.Examples postman.in postman.out3 U3 D2 U1 U6 D4 D5 U7 U9 D5 D3 U5 U4D2 D5 U8 1 8 14 168 D7 U5 U6 D9 U2 D4 U9 U3 D2 U7 U2 illegal
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem N. DVD (Division 2 Only!)Input �le: dvd.inOutput �le: dvd.outTime limit: 2 seondsMemory limit: 256 MebibytesA loal ompany, ¾DVDs R Us¿, need your help with a stok management system. They sell DVDs on-linefrom a loal warehouse and need to know at any moment how many DVDs of eah title they have in stok.DVDs of a partiular title have a stok ode and are alloated a ertain amount of storeage spae in thewarehouse. The more popular a DVD title is, the more spae is alloated. DVDs are ontinually beingsold and replaed, hene the need for a system to keep trak of how many are in stok.InputInput onsists of data for a DVD title and begins with a stok ode, a 7 harater ode onsisting of upperase letters and digits only. The next line for eah title onsists of two integers, M and S, separated bya spae. M is the maximum number of DVDs of that title that an be held in stok at any one time
(20 6 M 6 500). S is the number of that title urrently in stok (0 6 S 6 M).The third line is a single integer, T , the number of transations to follow (0 6 T 6 100). There thenfollow T lines, eah ontaining details of 1 transation. A transation line onsists of a single upper aseletter (`S' or `R'), followed by a spae, followed by a positive integer less than 1000.

• If the letter is `S' it represents a sale, in whih ase the number shows how many of the DVD havebeen sold. If the sale is for more than the urrent stok, only those DVDs urrently in stok may besold.
• If the letter is `R' it is a restok, so the number shows how many DVDs are added to the urrentstok. If this would take the number of DVDs in stok to more than the maximum, then the extraitems have to be sent bak.OutputOutput onsists of the DVD's stok ode, followed by a spae, followed by the number in stok at the endof all the transations.Example dvd.in dvd.outHG67966100 643S 10S 25R 30

HG67966 59
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem O. Arithmeti Sequene (Division 2 Only)Input �le: seq.inOutput �le: seq.outTime limit: 2 seondsMemory limit: 256 MebibytesAn arithmeti sequene is one in whih there is some �rst number, and then a series of numbers whihare all a �xed number di�erent. For example 3, 5, 7, 9 is an arithmeti sequene that has a �rst number3. Then eah term after that in the sequene is formed by adding 2 to the previous term. (The terms aredi�erent by 2). The 3 is also alled the �rst term (term 1) and 9 is the 4th term. Given a starting number,a di�erene and a value, your program is to work out if the number ould be part of the sequene. If so,output whih term that number would be, and if not, output a letter `X'.InputInput �le has one line with 3 numbers separated by spaes. The �rst number a1 is an integer that is the�rst term in the sequene. The seond is the di�erene � this will be a non-zero integer k. The thirdis the value x that you will need to test to determine whether it an be part of the sequene or not
(−6 · 106 6 a1, k, x 6 6 · 106).OutputOutput will onsist of either a number indiating whih term it is, or `X' if the number isn't part of thesequene.Example seq.in seq.out3 2 11 5-1 �3 �8 X
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VIII Open Cup named after E.V. PankratievStage 4 - SPb Grand Prix, Sunday, Otober 10, 2010Problem P. Extreme Ti Ta Toe (Division 2 Only)Input �le: ettt.inOutput �le: ettt.outTime limit: 2 seondsMemory limit: 256 MebibytesTi Ta Toe is a simple penil and paper game played by hildren. The idea is that players take turns atdrawing their symbol (`O' or `X') in squarex on a 3 by 3 grid. The �rst to get three of their symbols ina row (horisontal, vertial or diagonal) wins the game. If the grid is �lled withoit either player making aline, the game is a draw.In game of Extreme Ti Ta Toe (ETTT) used N -dimension board (built as 3 layers of a N −1-dimensionboard; 2-dimension board is board for plain Ti Ta Toe). ETTT soring di�ers from normal Ti Ta Toe.Rather than stop as soon as one player ahieves a line of their symbols, ETTT players play until the gridis full, or until they agree to stop. The winner is the one with the greatest number of lines of symbols.Your task is to write a program to read N -dimensional ETTT game grids and work out the sores.InputThe input starts with a line holding N (2 6 N 6 10) � the dimension of game. That is followed by linesof `X', `O', and `.' for the ells of game. Eah line holds at least one, and no more than 40 symbols.To understand the order in whih data is input, imagine the board being held in an N -dimensional array.With N = 5, for example, the board ould aessed as ell[a,b,,d,e℄ (or ell[a℄[b℄[℄[d℄[e℄). The followingpseudo-ode would read data in the orret order (ignoring line breaks)for a = 1 to 3for b = 1 to 3for  = 1 to 3for d = 1 to 3for e = 1 to 3read ell[a,b,,d,e℄OutputOutput the sores for `X' and `O', as shown in the sample data.Example ettt.in ettt.out2XXXOO.X.O X sores 1 and O sores 03XXX..O.OOX...X...XX.O.OOO.X
X sores 4 and O sores 1
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